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Vision

The Challenger

Business Idea

This will happen through unique relationships, best in class decision-
making and cost effective solutions

Main targets

Cost and quality leadership

Profitable growth

Top 3

Values

Credible

Innovative/Open

Bold

Committed



Important information - Disclaimer
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This presentation and the information contained herein have been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of Protector Forsikring ASA (the "Company”). Such information is being provided
to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, retransmitted, further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Failure to comply with
this restriction may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. The information and opinions presented herein are based on general information gathered at the time of writing and are
therefore subject to change without notice. The Company assumes no obligations to update or correct any of the information set out herein.

These materials may contain statements about future events and expectations that are forward-looking statements. Any statement in these materials that is not a statement of historical fact
including, without limitation, those regarding the Company’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations is a forward-looking statement
that involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause our actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the
Company’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future. The Company assumes no obligations to update the forward-looking
statements contained herein to reflect actual results, changes in assumptions or changes in factors affecting these statements.

This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and is not prepared or made in connection with, an offer or invitation to sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase
any securities and nothing contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information
contained in this presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or fairness. The information in this presentation is subject to verification, completion and change. The contents of this
presentation have not been independently verified. While the Company relies on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, it does not guarantee its accuracy or
completeness. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its owners, directors, officers or employees or any
other person as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation. None of the Company, its affiliates or any of their respective advisors
or representatives or any other person shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or
otherwise arising in connection with the presentation. The Company's securities have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "US Securities
Act”), and are offered and sold only outside the United States in accordance with an exemption from registration provided by Regulation S of the US Securities Act.

This presentation should not form the basis of any investment decision. Investors and prospective investors in securities of any issuer mentioned herein are required to make their own
independent investigation and appraisal of the business and financial condition of such company and the nature of the securities. Any decision to purchase securities in the context of a
proposed offering of securities, if any, should be made solely on the basis of information contained in any offering documents published in relation to such an offering. For further information
about the Company, reference is made public disclosures made by the Company, such as filings made with the Oslo Stock Exchange, periodic reports and other materials available on the
Company's web pages.



The UK Market
Overview



The UK Market – a £50bn opportunity
With circa £10bn in scope?

5Note(s): 1. Specialty includes other commercial  insurance (e.g. Trade Credit and Surety, MAT, Financial and Professional Indemnity)
Source(s): Finaccord, Aon Inpoint analysis, Lloyd’s of London, UA Company Market statistics
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The UK Market – £10bn in scope
Comprising of many ‘segments’
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Our UK Market opportunity
A large volume that will expand as we diversify
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Sector Available GWP In scope GWP Protector UK share (‘22)

Global £1bn Nil Nil

UK Major Corporate
UK Corporate 
UK Commercial

} £8bn
£1bn
£2bn

} £89m

SME  <£10k GWP £2bn Nil Nil

Personal lines (non life) £30bn Nil Nil

Public Sector £900m £350m £43m

Social Housing £250m £200m £46m



A cyclical Market
Public = Orange & Commercial = Yellow
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Year 7 update
Good progress – Tailwinds in Housing Market



GWP 250m in 10 Years
Disciplined growth / investment in people 
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2015                 2016                                                   2017                                          2018  2019                                             2020                           2021                                    2022 

First UK client on 
board

We insure 
1/3rd London 

Claims 
handling 

fully 
insourced

Our new HQ opened in 3 Hardman 
Street, Manchester

First London 
office opened, 
Leadenhall St

Our new London office opened, 
28 Lime St

We continue to expand and further develop our key broker relationships
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2022 Highlights
On track, ahead of plan – with a positive outlook
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UK Highlights:

• Combined ratio 88.8%

• 30% growth in local currency – disciplined

• Continued ’ One Team’ focus as the forefront of our culture

• Focused claims handling

Company highlights:

• Combined ratio: 89.4%

• GWP: 7 098 MNOK (£575M)

• Solvency ratio 206%

• Profit after tax: 1 379 MNOK (£112M)



Planning for the future – starting 2023 ahead
Understand, adjust and move forward



Follow the Protector philosophy
£250m in 10 years – Then double in 5?
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The journey ahead – based upon 2022 results
£267m by 2025
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Public Sector & Housing strategy

Build & grow



Public Sector & Housing strategy 
Focus on our Hedgehog – £100m to £200 – but gradually expand into the right areas
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Public Sector & Housing
Various colours of our ‘hedgehog’
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Red Green & WhiteYellow

£550m 
Bread and butter

£100m
No-go

£150m
For the right clients



PSH exceptional GWP growth Q1 & April 1st 2023
Overnight success… that was 5 years in the making!

• Q1 in the UK is small and boring from the outside – ‘hunting mindset’ on the inside

• 2 times the volume quoted YTD 2023 compared with historic average – £100M+ vs £50M

• 3 times the count of policies won YTD 2023 compared with historic average – HR 60% vs 20%

• Project ‘S’, and 2023 is far from over

• The Personnel Idea has been and still is the key focus for this team – just getting started

• Now TIME for Productive Paranoia

PSH Results 2023 Q1 April

GWP (£M) £10 £107

❖ Renewal (Rnwl Rate) £7 (117%) £48 (134%)

❖ New Sales £3 £60

Net claim% 64.1%

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Housing Sector - Market Development

Claim Rate PRO Quote Market Quote



Commercial Sector strategy

Broaden & expand



Commercial Sector
Who are we and where do we want to go next?
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What we are Good at now:

Underwriting “specialty” risks

• UK Risks > £50k GWP 

• Green - Yellow

• Agile response

• UW, RM & claims expertise

We want to get better at in 2023:

Underwriting “simpler” risks

• Higher volume -  £10k + GWP, to start

• White+ industries

• Be more agile

• Large Scale U/W process – But still the best



The next part of the journey
Strategic development & distribution growth
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Products 
/ 

Segments

Non-Con 
Motor

Contractors 
‘All Risks’

Commercial

Global
Corporate 

Sector
Liability

Public 
Sector

Ancillary 
covers

Convert co-
insurance

Rationale:

• Size of opportunity?

• Level of risk?

• Alignment to core strategy / values?

• Ease of access?

• Ability to differentiate?

Commercial Only

PSH Only

All Sectors



Planning for the future – 2023-2030
Same destination, different journey



The journey ahead – revised
£320M by 2025
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2030 Plan
Maintain discipline – Focus upon profitability
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UK Regulatory Status
Protector Insurance – Authorised 3rd country branch
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After a comprehensive regulatory application process, which included substantiating Protector Insurance’s ability to meet both the PRA Threshold 
Conditions and the FCA Threshold Conditions, which are considered the minimum requirements that a firm must satisfy to be and remain authorised 
within the UK.  

Protector Insurance was formally granted 3rd country branch status with effect from: 26th May 2022.

Scope of UK permission:
• Effecting contracts of insurance and carrying out contracts of insurance
• Accepting deposits
• Agreeing to carry on a regulated activity

PRA Threshold Conditions: FCA Threshold Conditions:

Legal Status – must be a body corporate. Effective supervision – must be capable of being effectively supervised by the FCA.

Location of offices – must maintain its registered office in the UK. Appropriate non-financial resources – the firm’s non-financial resources must be 
appropriate in relation to the regulated activities it seeks to carry on, having regard 
to the FCA’s operational objectives.

Prudent conduct of business – must conduct its business in a prudent manner (inc. 
having appropriate financial & non-financial resources).

Suitability – ‘Fit & Proper’; The firms management have adequate skills and 
experience and act with integrity.  The firm has appropriate policies / procedures in 
place and the firm appropriately manages conflicts of interest.

Suitability – must satisfy PRA satisfy fitness and propriety evaluation. Business model – the firms strategy for doing business is suitable for a person 
carrying on the regulated activities it undertakes or seeks to carry on and does not 
pose a risk to the FCA’s objectives.

Effective supervision – must be capable of being effectively supervised by the PRA.
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